passing the torch
by jessica stoller-conrad

this past summer, 307 caltech students—and 97 students from colleges and universities around the world—decided to spend their time surfin’ in laboratories or in the field, instead of surfing a wave or the internet. as part of surf, the summer undergraduate research fellowships program, they’re studying atmospheric chemistry, investigating human olfactory receptors, and exploring vernacular musical composition in middle english manuscripts, among many other projects, while having an impact on society and its knowledge base that few of their peers will have the opportunity to match.

since 1979, this 10-week intensive has allowed undergraduate students to apply the theories they’ve learned in the classroom to address real-world research problems at caltech, jpl, and a variety of other institutions. it is, says candace rypsis, director of the student-faculty programs office, a true career-shift- ing opportunity for students as well as a chance for today’s scientists, engineers, and graduate students to pass the proverbial torch to the next generation of researchers.

in the beginning
since the early days of the institute—long before the first surfers hit the nonexistent shores of pasadena—undergraduate research has been a part of the caltech student experience. in the early 1920s, arthur amos noyes, one of the three founders of the institute and its first chemistry chair, made independent research a requirement for all chemistry majors. although undergraduates generally had to compete with graduate students for coveted summer research spots, each spring ernest swift, professor of analytical chemistry, enerumin, encouraged his top freshman chemistry students to spend the summer helping him with his research at caltech’s marine biology station in corona del mar.

in addition to swift, several other faculty members started recognizing that undergraduate students could be valuable contributors in the laboratory. although there wasn’t a formal arrangement, even at that time caltech undergraduates showed up as coauthors in research publications. in 1928, for example, linus pauling, then an assistant professor at caltech, coauthored a paper in the journal of the american chemical society with undergrad edwin mcmillan; eventually, both pauling and mcmillan went on to win nobel prizes.

however, in 1929, when the stock market crashed, the various programs like swift’s—which offered students free room and board and a $50 stipend each—were no longer financially feasible. in fact, it wasn’t until after world war ii, when federal research contracts began providing additional funding to universities, that summer laboratory jobs for undergraduates became more plentiful at caltech...although those jobs generally involved washing glassware rather than performing actual experiments.

then, in 1968, caltech received a gift from the paul k. and evalyn e. cook richter memorial funds—a gift donated specifically for the support of projects that would enable “opportunities for students to work closely with faculty to promote individual achievement.” these funds, followed by a donation from caltech trustee lew wasserman in 1978, provided sufficient financial support for a small group of students to receive a modest summer stipend and the opportunity to work with a caltech faculty mentor on an independent research problem.

what started in 1979 as an experimental program to provide support for 18 student researchers on campus has now blossomed to more than 300 caltech students each summer in laboratories and field stations.

new networks
when heather dean (bs/ms ’00) began her freshman year at caltech, she felt fairly settled in her career path: she would follow in her father’s footsteps to become an electrical engineer and go directly into industry after graduation. as an engineer, she was interested in artificial neural networks—algorithms, inspired by the brain, that allow computers to “learn” in much the same way that humans do. however, soon after starting her undergraduate career, chats with blacker house resident advisors—graduate students in computation and neural systems—inspired her to start studying the biological side of neural networks and the brain circuitry that spawns them.

to further explore her new interest, dean decided to take a neurobiology course with gilles laurent, the former lawrence a. hanson jr. professor of biology and computation and neural systems at caltech. the course so inspired her that she decided to do a neurobiology surf project in laurent’s lab.

“a graduate student in the lab had been working on finding a behavioral assay for testing locust olfactory preferences”—i.e., figuring out which smells they are most drawn to—and had so far not come up with a good solution,” dean recalls. “he had built boxes for the locusts to move horizontally toward an odor, but that hadn’t worked well. i noticed that much of the movement in the locust colony was vertical, so i built a device that allowed a locust to move up into one of two chambers into which we could pump odors. we could then look at which chamber the locust preferred.” although her surf experience was less about neural networks and more about techniques that allowed them to better study the locusts’ behavior, dean also had the opportunity that summer to observe graduate students and postdocs as they recorded neural activity in the locusts. “i was fascinated,” she says, “and i became interested in the links between the neural activity revealed through electrophysiology and the animal’s behavior.”

after her surf project and an additional nine-month research stint in laurent’s lab, dean began reconsidering her once-certain career path. “he was a great mentor; we discussed my future plans in depth, and he suggested that i stay in neuroscience,” she says.

following his recommendation, dean went on to pursue graduate studies in neurobiology at duke, where she received her doctorate in 2006. but her career shifts weren’t over quite yet.

“after graduate school, i went on to a postdoc at nyu with a fellow caltech alumnus, bijan pesaran (phd ’02),” dean says. “it was an amazing experience, but i realized i was more interested in big-picture questions about science and policy,” she says. dean applied to and received a aaas science and technology policy fellowship at the national science foundation, where she worked on projects related to the brain initiative and improving reproducibility in science.

now, as a pre-market reviewer in the office of device evaluation at the food and drug administration, dean has an opportunity to combine all of her experiences and interests. “i’m now bringing my background in both engineering and neuroscience to the...”
review of the safety and effectiveness of medical devices. I love what I do, and if I hadn’t done a SURF project—and through SURF met a mentor who encouraged me to go to graduate school—my career might well have gone in a very different direction,” she says, “so I’m extremely grateful for the opportunities I was given.”

**AN INTERPLANETARY IMPACT**

Although the SURF program had yet to announce its first class of fellows when Martin Lo graduated from Caltech in 1975, he says the program had a profound impact on the direction of his research—because of the experience and insights that SURFers brought to his work.

In 1996, Lo, a member of the technical staff at JPL, was working on a proposal to measure the cosmic microwave background (CMB)—a thermal signature in the universe left from the Big Bang. The plan was that Lo, who studies a branch of mathematics called dynamical systems theory, would have to figure out how to get the instrument to take on a particular orbital pattern to get the reading.

Between any pair of massive bodies—such as between a planet and the sun—there are five sets of balance points, called Lagrange points. At these points, the combined gravitational pull of the planet and the sun and their rotational forces are exactly enough to pull an object into orbit around the Lagrange point. Lo realized that he could use the chaotic dynamics of orbits around these balance points to his advantage, exploiting the nonlinear effects of the gravitational pull to move the instrument into a distant orbit with very little fuel. Furthermore, he posed, if all of the objects in the solar system are connected gravitationally in this way, the network of orbit patterns could create a system of “ultra low energy” paths throughout the solar system as well as in other planetary systems, with important implications for the future of space travel and exploration.

To determine if such paths truly exist, Lo needed help calculating the orbits—he got help from a work-study undergraduate student named Shane Ross (BS’98, PhD’04). “Shane started working for me during the second quarter of his freshman year, and that summer, we applied for and won a SURF for him to continue his work,” Lo says. As a result of Ross’s calculations, a paper published in 1996 showed that it would indeed be possible to transport spacecraft using the chaotic dynamics of gravity, if you connected the dots of the Lagrange points; they called their discovery the Interplanetary Superhighway.

“After the initial discovery, I worked with two more SURF students on the project, and Shane and I continued working together for 10 years as he went through Caltech for his BS and his PhD,” Lo says. “Along the way, we developed the concepts that helped the space exploration program of 2004 to get its initial congressional approval, created a new concept to serially orbit the moons of Jupiter, and discovered how comets and asteroids can approach a planet through the superhighways.”

Because the superhighways can move objects using very little fuel, several space missions have since taken advantage of them, with spacecraft traveling to their destinations using much less fuel than was needed before. “Because of this experience, I have a special fondness for and gratitude to the SURF program,” Lo says. “You can say that is has changed my life and enabled some important programs in our space program. How cool is that for work done in collaboration with a freshman?”

This past summer, Caltech undergraduate Tom Gorordo carried on Ross’s legacy, using computer models to analyze the low-energy orbits that run the Interplanetary Superhighway. “I’m really excited by the work and enabled some important programs in our space program. How cool is that for work done in collaboration with a freshman?”

Gorordo, a sophomore, said of his SURF project before it began, “The potential applications of this work have broad implications for the future of space travel and mission planning, so I think it will be incredibly rewarding work in the long run. My project is a useful addendum to work that has already been done, and I’m glad to be able to help and to get exposure to the field.”

**THE NEXT GENERATION**

By spending a summer in the laboratory, students like Gorordo pick up many valuable technical skills. However, they also find the uninteresting aspects of their research—“I really had to pick something larger than a 10-week project. For example, under the mentorship of professor of political science Michael Alvarez, sophomore and first-time SURF student Claire Hao used her computer coding skills to analyze social media mentions in a study of voting trends during an election year. Hao, along with fellow sophomore Cherie Jia, developed a set of code to analyze data from a database that monitors Twitter, collecting tweets that include specific keywords related to the upcoming election—specifically, words related to problems people might face when trying to vote.

The database collects information about these tweets, and the two women built programs that can analyze this data and organize the information in order to create graphical representations. The graphics will be uploaded to and regularly updated on the website of the Voting Technology Project (vote.caltech.edu), a venture started by Caltech and MIT and codirected by Alvarez that “seeks to develop better voting technologies, to improve election administration, and to deepen scientific research in these areas,” according to the site. “We have a collection of potential ideas, but the main goals for the project this summer was to at least implement graphics to represent geographical data, sentiment, and communication networks. A side goal was to finish a collaborative report and to deepen scientific research in these areas,” according to the site.

“With the database, some of the students are wanting to improve the database and the way in which it’s used to analyze data. Other students are working on developing new analytical tools for the database,” Alvarez says.
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